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ABSTRACT
To minimize unnecessary data movements from storage to a
host, processing-in-storage (PiS) techniques, which move a
compute unit to storage, have been proposed. In this position
paper, we propose an extreme version of PiS solutions, called
a processing-in-flash (PiF) scheme, that moves computation
inside flash chips where data are physically present. As a key
building block of a PiF solution, we present a novel flash chip
architecture, CoX. Using a prototype PiF SSD based on CoX
chips, we demonstrate that PiF-based SSDs are promising in
accelerating data-intensive applications.

1 INTRODUCTION
As the number of successful use cases based on big data ana-
lytics quickly increases, more complex data-intensive apps
are widely developed. For such complex data-intensive apps,
a very large amount of data is involved. Since real-world data-
intensive apps (e.g., an intelligent query app [1, 2]) should
handle a very large amount of data (e.g., a few terabytes [3]),
a careful design of a memory/storage hierarchy is critical for
these apps. For example, high-performance NVMe SSDs are
commonly used for latency-sensitive apps as their storage
devices because they provide the most effective solution to
meet both the high-performance and large-capacity.

Using a high-performance storage system along with high-
speed DRAMs, however, may not be an efficient solution
for most performance-critical data-intensive apps. In many
such apps, it is very likely that most data moved through
a memory/storage hierarchy are not reused because of the
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(a) An overall architecture of an
example PiS SSD.

(b) Changes in processing
time.

Figure 1: A typical organization of a PiS SSD and its
key limitations.

little data locality in these apps. In order to overcome such
limitations of conventional computer systems, processing-in-
storage (PiS) techniques have been extensively investigated
by many research groups [4–11]. In a PiS-based SSD, compu-
tation moves to a storage device so that the overhead of data
movements to a host system can be minimized. Figure 1(a)
illustrates an organizational overview of an example PiS SSD.
Data stored in a flash chip of the PiS SSD first moves to an
internal processing logic (e.g., 𝐹 accelerator). Based on the
processing results on the internal processing logic, qualified
data for subsequent processing are transferred to the host,
thus reducing a significant amount of data movements.

Although PiS techniques can achieve significant improve-
ments over a conventional approach, their applicability is
limited for data-intensive apps. First, a PiS-based SSD still
needs a substantial amount of data movements because an ac-
celerator in the PiS SSD is implemented at the SSD controller
level. All data must be loaded from flash cells to SSD-internal
memory before they are processed. In data-intensive apps,
such internal data movements can incur a significant perfor-
mance overhead with high power consumption.
Second, the acceleration capability of a PiS SSD is not

scalable over the increasing storage capacity because an SSD
controller is highly constrainted by its size, cost, and power
consumption. Figure 1(b) illustrates the key limitations of
the existing PiS approach for supporting data-intensive apps
(See Section 3.3 for experimental settings.). The processing
time of the data-intensive apps was broken into three com-
ponents, 𝑇flash, 𝑇transfer, and 𝑇accel, where 𝑇flash is the total
time spent reading data from flash chips, 𝑇transfer is the to-
tal time spent for moving data to the SSD-internal memory
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for processing, and 𝑇accel is the total time taken by an ac-
celerator. As the storage capacity increases, the number of
flash chips will increase, as shown in the x-axis of the graph.
Thanks to increased chip-level parallelism,𝑇flash only slightly
increases as the storage capacity increases. However,𝑇transfer
and 𝑇accel may quickly increase as the number of chips in-
creases.𝑇transfer rapidly increases because the I/O bandwidth
from flash chips to the SSD-internal DRAM is limited. 𝑇accel
can get longer when the acceleration capability cannot keep
up with the increased data.
In order to overcome the limitations of a PiS technique,

we propose a processing-in-flash (PiF) technique, an extreme
version of the PiS approach, that offloads computation inside
a flash chip (i.e., the lowest level of storage hierarchy where
data are physically present). Furthermore, by offloading com-
putation inside the flash chip, we can minimize 𝑇transfer. By
supporting an accelerator function at the chip level, the ac-
celeration capability can be more scalable over the increasing
number of flash chips. A PiF-based SSD, therefore, can be
faster, more power-efficient, and more scalable over a PiS-
based SSD.

Although the PiF approach seems to be promising, it is not
straightforward to move computation into a flash chip. In
this paper, we present the main technical hurdles in realizing
a PiF-based SSD in practice with potential solutions. In order
to demonstrate the effectiveness of the PiF approach, we
present a prototype PiF-based SSD that employs an in-flash
pattern matcher. Our evaluation results show that the PiF-
based SSD is 5.7x faster and 6.6x more power-efficient on
average over the PiS-based SSD.

2 COX DESIGN REQUIREMENTS
The key difference between a PiS SSD and a PiF SSD lies
in how an acceleration function is placed within an SSD.
Figure 2 shows an overall architecture of a PiF SSD. Unlike
a PiS SSD as shown in Figure 1(a), the PiF SSD distributes
its acceleration function among flash chips as well as a SSD
controller. For example, the function 𝐹 , which was acceler-
ated in the PiS SSD, is divided into 𝐹front and 𝐹backend in the
PiF SSD and 𝐹backend is computed inside a flash chip.
2.1 Key Building Block: CoX Flash Chip
In order to build a PiF-based SSD, we propose a PiF-enabled
flash chip that we call a Cell-over-X (CoX) flash chip. The

Figure 2: An overall architecture of an PiF SSD.

(a) A CoP flash chip. (b) A CoX-𝐹 flash chip.
Figure 3: An organizational comparison between an
existing CoP flash chip and a CoX-𝐹 flash chip.
proposed CoX flash chip is based on the state-of-art Cell-over-
Peri (CoP) technique that places peripheral circuits and core
logic under a flash cell array [12]. Figure 3(a) and Figure 3(b)
show an organizational overview of the existing CoP flash
chip and a proposed CoX flash chip, respectively. The key
motivation of designing the CoX flash chip is to place a chip-
level accelerator module (called Xcore) and an ECC module
on the bottom layer of the CoX chip by exploiting the unused
free space of a CoP organization for in-flash processing. To
emphasize an in-flash accelerator for a function 𝐹 , we call
such a CoX chip as CoX-𝐹 .
2.2 Area Constraint
One immediate concern in designing a CoX chip is whether
sufficient free space exists on the bottom layer of the CoX
chip so that Xcore and an ECC module, as well as peripheral
circuit and core logic, can be implemented. In a CoX chip
with the die area 𝐴, (1 − 𝑃/𝐴) × 100% is usable for Xcore
and an ECC module where 𝑃 is the area used for the periph-
eral circuit and core logic (e.g., row decoder/page buffer). In
order to estimate the usable area for Xcore in flash chips, we
investigated the per-module area ratio of modern flash chips.
Figure 4 shows comparison results of six modern flash dies
from two vendors. Flash cell arrays take about 82% of the
die area, while the peripheral/page buffer/row decoder takes
about 18% of the die area. Assuming that the size of flash
cell arrays decides the die size of a CoX chip, about 78% of
the CoX chip area can be used for Xcore and an ECC module.
Since the average area of the six flash dies is 165𝑚𝑚2, the die
size of a CoX chip is about 135𝑚𝑚2. Excluding 30𝑚𝑚2 for
the peripheral/decoder/buffer, about 100𝑚𝑚2 can be used for
Xcore and an ECC module. Unless the complexity of Xcore is
very high, we find that there is sufficient free space for Xcore
and an ECC module on the bottom layer of a CoX chip.
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2.3 Power Constraint
High-performance SSDs are often limited by their maximum
power budget. Since CoX chips may consume more power
than conventional flash chips for in-flash acceleration, the
acceleration capability of a PiF SSD may be limited by their
power budget. Therefore, we require a simple but strong
power constraint on a CoX chip, which can be summarized
as 𝑃read + 𝑃xcore + 𝑃ecc ≤ 𝑃program, where 𝑃read, 𝑃program, 𝑃ecc,
and 𝑃xcore are the power consumption of a read, a program, an
ECC module, and Xcore, respectively. When this constraint
is satisfied, a PiF SSD can be interchangeably used where a
normal SSD can be usable. In a typical 3D TLC NAND flash
memory, about 20 mW can be allocated for operating Xcore
and an in-flash ECC module 1.
2.4 Reliable In-Flash Read Requirement
In a PiF SSD, data stored in flash cells are read and processed
by Xcore before they are restored to their error-free version
by a controller-level ECC module. Therefore, one of the key
requirements of a CoX chip is that in-flash reads should be
reliable without depending on a controller-level ECCmodule.
A straightforward solution may be to implement a controller-
level ECC module inside a CoX chip. Even though it may be
feasible to put a controller-level ECC module in a CoX chip,
from the power consumption perspective, this is a bad design
decision. As the number of CoX chips increases in a PiF SSD,
the peak power consumption of the PiF SSD will increase,
thus significantly limiting its acceleration capability.
A better solution is to employ two ECC modules, a weak

ECC module ECC𝑤 inside a CoX chip and a strong ECC
module ECC𝑠 in an SSD controller. For in-flash acceleration,
ECC𝑤 is used first. When ECC𝑤 fails to correct bit errors
of a flash page, ECC𝑠 outside a CoX chip is used without
an in-flash acceleration. Since it is not possible to encode
data twice when it is written to flash cells, one by ECC𝑤

and the other by ECC𝑠 , both ECC𝑤 and ECC𝑠 should be able
to decode the same encoded data. The efficiency of an in-
flash acceleration largely depends on the error correction
capability of ECC𝑤 .
2.5 Xcore Offloading Requirements
As shown in Figure 2, a PiF SSD supports acceleration in
two levels, 𝐹backend by a CoX chip and 𝐹front by a controller.
To achieve high performance in a PiF SSD, therefore, it is
important to intelligently decide 𝐹backend so that the benefit
of in-flash processing can be maximized. Ideal 𝐹backend can-
didates can meet the following requirements. First, 𝐹backend
should significantly reduce the amount of data transfers from
Xcore to a controller, thus avoiding a large amount of unnec-
essary data transfers. Second, 𝐹backend should be suitable for

1For example, when 𝑃read and 𝑃program are 160 mW and 180 mW, re-
spectively, 20 mW is the upper limit.

data-parallel processing so that the parallelism of multiple
CoX chips can be effectively exploited. When the depen-
dency between CoX chips exists, a PiF SSD will be difficult
to realize high performance because efficient communica-
tions between CoX chips are not easy. Third, the implemen-
tation of 𝐹backend should be feasible under the power/area
constraints of a CoX chip. For example, an in-flash ML model
training function would be a potential candidate for Xcore.
However, implementing such a function would be difficult
because it requires a large SRAM buffer and lots of energy.

3 DESIGN OF PIF-PM
To demonstrate the feasibility of the PiF approach, we de-
signed a prototype PiF SSD, called PiF-PM, that acceler-
ates the performance of applications that require a data fil-
tering process (e.g., log analysis [13, 14], SQL-based data-
base [15, 16], web-scale data analysis [17], and graph min-
ing [18, 19]). To build PiF-PM, we designed a CoX flash chip
with a pattern matcher (PM), CoX-PM, that sends a flash page
to an SSD controller only when the page contains a pattern
that was set by a host. Pattern-matching-based applications
satisfy most Xcore offloading requirements of Section 2.5,
thus fitting very well with a PiF SSD. For example, when we
support a low-level pattern-matching primitive with Xcore
(i.e., 𝐹backend = PM), a large amount of data transfers to a
host can be reduced when matching pages are scarce. Since a
pattern-matching operation can be processed independently
on each CoX chip, high data-level parallelism among CoX
chips can be maximally exploited. Furthermore, an imple-
mentation of a simple pattern matcher is less likely to incur a
high power consumption or a large chip area in a CoX chip.

3.1 Overview of PiF-PM
PiF-PM follows a generic organization of a PiF SSD shown
in Figure 2 with an in-CoX pattern matcher support. As
shown in Figure 5 (a), a low-level flash controller directly in-
terfaces with a CoX chip of PiF-PM with a few custom
commands. Before CoX-PM gets started with its pattern-
matching function, the flash controller initializes a hardware
pattern matcher in CoX-PM by setting its target pattern with
the set_pattern command ( 1 ). In PiF-PM, a pattern is spec-
ified by a string of characters (e.g., "apple"). When a page
contains at least one pattern string (e.g., "I would still plant
my apple tree."), the page becomes a matched page.
To distinguish a conditional read with a matched

pattern in CoX-PM from a normal read, we use the
read_when_matched command. As shown in Figure 5 (b),
when read_when_matched is issued with a physical page
address to CoX-PM, a sensed page goes through an internal
ECC decoder ( 2 ). When the ECC decoder successfully cor-
rects the flash page, it is sent to the pattern matcher ( 3 -T).
When the page is matched, it is sent to the flash controller
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Figure 5: An operational overview of CoX-PM.

( 4 -T). Since CoX-PM employs a two-level ECC scheme, the
ECC decoder in CoX-PM can fail ( 3 -F). When the ECC de-
coder fails, the sensed page in the page buffer is sent to an
SSD controller where a strong ECC module exists. The SSD
controller would perform a pattern matching step as a PiS
SSD would do.
3.2 Design of CoX-PM
On-chip ECC Decoder In order to meet the "encode-once
but decode-twice" requirement of a two-level ECC scheme,
we take advantage of soft and hard decoding algorithms of
LDPC codes that are widely used for modern 3D NAND flash
memory. As with most 3D flash-based SSDs, we use a soft
decoding algorithm of LDPC codes as a strong ECC module
(i.e., ECC𝑠 ). For a weak in-CoX ECC module (i.e., ECC𝑤 ), we
use a hard decoding algorithm of LDPC codes. Specifically,
our ECC𝑤 is based on a bit flipping decoder [20] which has a
lightweight hard decoding structure. On the other hand, as a
controller-level ECC𝑠 , we use the min-sum decoder [21] with
a high error correction capability and complex soft decoding
structure. Also, both decoders are constructed from a rate-
0.89 (9216, 8192) QC-LDPC code so that the encoded data can
be decoded by both ECC𝑠 and ECC𝑤 . Since the ECC𝑤 module
can operate with low power while the ECC𝑠 module can
provide the high error-correction capability, our hierarchical
ECC structure efficiently supports in-flash read under the
power constraint without compromising reliability.
Pattern Matcher Since many queries in data-intensive apps
(e.g., Q2 in TPC-H [22]) commonly have multiple predi-
cates, PM supports multiple patterns to be matched within
a page. (In the current implementation, up to 8 patterns are
supported. The maximum pattern size is 32 bytes.) We im-
plemented PM by leveraging a concept of bit-split pattern
matching automata [23] which supports multiple pattern
matching at low cost. PM consists of four 1.2-KB SRAM ta-
bles to store the state of pattern-matching automata. PM
fetches one-byte data per cycle from the ECC decoder for

Table 1: Overhead Analysis of CoX-PM.

Component Area (𝑚𝑚2) Power (mW)
ECC Decoder 0.78 17.6

Pattern Matcher 0.07 1.06

pattern matching. Since the SRAM tables of PM should be
configured to support pattern-matching automata, the SRAM
content is built in advance by an SSD controller2.
Two custom commands for managing PM were imple-

mented by using the vendor-specific command extension
feature of the ONFI flash interface specification [24]. For
the read_when_matched command, its three return val-
ues are specified in the reserved bits (the bits 3 and 4)3
of the ONFI status register. Based on the return value of
read_when_matched, an SSD controller decides if a pattern
matching should be performed or not at the controller level.
Performance and Overhead To understand the perfor-
mance and overhead of the proposed CoX-PM, we imple-
mented ECC𝑤 and PM using OpenRoad [25], an open-source
ASIC design toolchain. To generate SRAM macros for PM,
we used OpenRAM [26], an open memory compiler. In our
current implementation, both the ECC decoding and PM
take 40 `s on average for a 16-KB page. However, these extra
latencies do not degrade the throughput of CoX-PM because
both ECC𝑤 and PM operate in a pipelined fashion4.
We estimated the area/power consumption of the ECC

decoder and PM using the analysis tool of OpenRoad. Table 1
summarizes the estimated results. The area estimate was
0.78𝑚𝑚2 and 0.07𝑚𝑚2 for the ECC decoder and PM, respec-
tively. Since we estimate that about 100 𝑚𝑚2 free space is
available on the bottom layer of a CoX chip, the space over-
head of CoX-PM seems to be negligible. For the peak power
consumption, when CoX-PM is fully operating, CoX-PM con-
sumes 18.66 mWmore power over a normal flash chip. How-
ever, this additional power consumption does not violate
the peak power limit of a normal flash chip. As explained in
Section 2.3, we estimate that at least 20 mW can be safely
allocated for CoX-PM.
3.3 Evaluations
In order to evaluate the effectiveness of PiF-PM over a PiS
SSD, we built a prototype PiF-PM on an OpenSSD plat-
form [28] where an SSD controller was implemented using
Zynq-7000 SoC. For a fair comparison, a prototype PiS SSD,
PiS-PM, was also built on the same OpenSSD platform.

2The content of SRAM tables, which depends on given target patterns,
is generated as a bitstream by an FTL’s special module. The bitstream is
assigned to a unique ID, and the ID is used as an argument of set_pattern.

3When read_when_matched is executed, there are three cases, two
normal executions (i.e., matched_page_found and matched_page_not_found)
and one error execution (i.e., decoding_failure).

4There are two pipelines in CoX-PM. First, two pages are sensed and
processed at the same time. While a page in a page buffer is being processed
by ECC𝑤 and PM, the following page is sensed to a cache buffer [27].
Second, ECC decoding and pattern matching are pipelined. After a 16-KB
page is sensed to a page buffer (or a cache buffer), a 1-KB subpage is decoded
by ECC𝑤 while the previous 1-KB subpage is processed by PM. Since the
page sensing latency is longer than 40 `s, both ECC decoding and pattern
matching are fully overlapped within the latency of sensing the next page.
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Since we cannot directly modify flash chips on the platform,
we built an emulation environment for modeling flash chips
using the onboard DRAM. Both CoX-PM chips and normal
flash chips were emulated using this environment. Both SSDs
have four channels. The number of chips per channel varies
from 4 to 64. To fix the SSD capacity under all experiments,
the number of flash block per plane were changed from 2048
to 128 as the number of chips increases from 4 to 64. The read
latency, the program time, and the flash interface bandwidth
per channel were set to 45 `s [29], 400 `s, and 1.2 Gb/s [29],
respectively. We built an operation-centric SSD power model
using a NAND system power calculator [30] and a Xilinx
power estimator. The power/energy consumption of an SSD
was estimated using the collected operation traces with the
SSD power models. As data-intensive apps, we used two
pattern-matching friendly apps, Grep and SQL_Query, from
the previous study [5].
Figure 6 compares the performance and the energy effi-

ciency of PiF-PM and PiS-PM while varying the number
of chips per channel. All values in Figure 6 are normalized
to PiS-PM for a given number of chips. To understand the
maximum benefit of PiF-PM over PiS-PM, we assumed
that all the flash cells are in the early stages of their lifetimes
so that ECC𝑤 can fully correct potential raw bit errors in
flash cells. As shown in Figure 6(a) and 6(b), PiF-PM out-
performs PiS-PM by up to 15.9 times and 18.6 times in the
processing time and the performance per watt, respectively.
PiF-PM achieves better efficiencies in Grep over SQL_Query
because only 6.3% of pages were matched pages in Grep over
16.7% pages in SQL_Query. Figure 6 also shows that PiF-PM
achieves higher gains over PiS-PM as the number of CoX
chips increases. This is because the channel bandwidth is
not scalable in PiS-PM, but the increased parallelism can
be fully exploited in PiF-PM.

The comparison results shown in Figure 6 are based on the
ideal flash reliability condition where all the raw error bits of
flash cells can be corrected by the in-flash ECC𝑤 . However,
in real operating environments, this condition is not always
satisfied. When ECC𝑤 fails to correct some error bits, the
performance of PiF-PM may get deteriorated. For example,
Table 2 shows how the average performance of PiF-PM
under 32 CoX chips per channel changes as the decoding
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Figure 6: Comparisons of PiS-PM and PiF-PM.

Table 2: Impact of the ECC𝑤 failure on performance.

Failure rate 0 0.05 0.1 0.15
Normalized performance 1 0.83 0.63 0.51

failure rate of ECC𝑤 increases. For example, when only 85%
of decoded pages are corrected by ECC𝑤 , the performance
of PiF-PM is reduced by 49.9%, which is still significantly
higher than PiS-PM.

In order to better understand the performance implication
of ECC𝑤 on the performance of PiF-PM, we measured the
number of bit errors in modern TLC flash memory under
various conditions. Figure 7 compares the average number
of raw bit errors per 1 KB for different combinations of a
P/E cycle count and a retention time requirement. The cur-
rent ECC𝑤 , whose maximum correction capacity is 72 bits
per 1 KB, successfully decodes raw flash pages except for
the worst-case combination (i.e., 2K P/E cycles with the 12-
month retention time requirement). Therefore, to maximize
the efficiency of PiF-PM, it is important to manage data
reliability so that the number of raw bit errors of a page does
not exceed the maximum correction capacity of ECC𝑤 .
4 RELATEDWORK
Few studies exist on in-flash processing. The closest work to
the PiF approach is ParaBit [31] that exploits in-flash bit-wise
operators (that are commonly found in 2D/3D flash chips).
However, there are significant differences between ParaBit
and the PiF approach. ParaBit is limited to approximate com-
puting where inaccurate results are acceptable because it
does not guarantee error-free reads inside a flash chip. Fur-
thermore, ParaBit does not take advantage of a modern CoP
chip in supporting custom in-flash acceleration.

5 CONCLUSION
As an ultimate PiS solution, we have presented a PiF SSD that
moves computation to inside flash chips so that data transfers
can be minimized. As a key building block of a PiF SSD, we
proposed a CoX flash chip that includes an accelerator and an
ECC decoder. As a prototype PiF SSD, we designed PiF-PM
where pattern matching operations are performed inside
CoX chips. Our evaluation results demonstrate that a PiF SSD
can be a promising solution for accelerating data-intensive
applications in a power-efficient fashion.
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